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Plans for
Fall Still
Uncertain
By JORDAN DARLING
Editor-in-Chief

Yeymy Garcia Bulletin

Paying it Forward

What the fall semester in
2020 will look like at this campus is anybody’s guess right now.
Will, there be a limited
opening with smaller class sizes
to maintain social distancing
protocol; will everything be online; will there be a hybrid?Who
knows?
But the person who will know
first is CSUDH President Thomas A. Parham, who digitally sat
for an interview with the Bulletin
on April 30 before opening up
to the greater campus during a
town hall meeting yesterday, in
which students, staff, and faculty
virtually lined up to air their
concerns, offer suggestions, or to
just seek information about what
the new normal will look like.

ASI and the Basic Needs Initiative handed out free Everytable meals to the first 100 CSUDH students on Thursday, April 30.

Latinx
Center Still
Coming
This Fall
By YEYMY GARCIA
and DESTINY TORRES
Staff Editors
The future may be uncertain for California State
University Dominguez Hills
and the next semester, but the
Latinx center is still confirmed
to be coming this fall.
On March 3, about 50 students, faculty and alumni met
with CSUDH Vice President
of Student Affairs William
Franklin to share a proposal
from El Comité, a group of
students that formed in February to help create a Latinx
Center on campus.
The proposal outlined
[See Latinx, page 3]

[See Fall, page 3]

Esports Certificate Program Arrives At CSUDH
By ULISES RODRIGUEZ
Staff Reporter
Speculation about an
eSports certificate program
at California State University, Dominguez Hills is now a
reality.
On April 21, an email was
sent on behalf of the Extended Education College of
Extended and International
Education to all faculty and
staff at CSUDH to announce
the introduction of an

eSports certificate program.
A series of Zoom video
conferences are scheduled
throughout May and June
for faculty who want to learn
more about the certificate
program.
The purpose of these
conferences is of importance
to educate faculty on what
eSports is and how it will
run on day-to-day education
at CSUDH.
[See Sports, page 3]
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Players compete in Feb. 22 eSports tournament hosted by CSUDH.

On a Wing and a Prayer and the Lure of Fishing
By JORDAN DARLING
Editor-in-Chief
COVID-19 may have
stopped much of the world in
its tracks, but George Wing is
determined to not let it stop
a fly fishing class he teaches
at CSUDH from traveling to

New Zealand next January.
Yes, you read that right:
CSUDH has a fly fishing
class, and it’s planning a
remarkable expedition to
christen 2021.
It might sound a bit presumptuous for a fly fishing
class that is part of the

university’s intramural program to be entertaining the
thought of traveling to the
land of kiwis and where the
Lord of the Rings franchise
was filmed at a time when we
can’t travel to the local beach.
But then you must consider
the biggest Toro in the corner

of this obscure fishing program that practices on grass
athletic fields:
George Wing, the all-time
winningest head coach in
CSUDH history, who racked
up 447 wins during his 18-year
[See Fishing, page 3]
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Thank you
Mr.
President
Although it has been a
most unwelcome guest for
nearly two months, there remains a great deal we do not
know about the coronavirus
that has altered our lives so
fundamentally. But there
are some things we do know,
including:
Eight out of 10 reported
deaths in the U.S. have been
people who were 65-yearsold or older
Black Americans are dying
at twice the rate of any other
ethnic group
About 78 percent of the
Americans who have been
put into intensive care due
to COVID-19 have had an
underlying health condition,
including compromised immune systems.
On their own, age, ethnicity and underlying health
conditions don’t put a target
on one’s back, but they are
all risk factors, and reasons
to not unduly expose one’s
self to the virus. But combine
all three and it would seem
natural to want to lock your
door, turn off your phone
and basically hide out from
the rest of the world until
there is a vaccine or herd
immunity has been reached.
But some of us don’t have
that option, particularly if
we don’t have the relative
privilege of staying at home
and working. Those who so
many Americans seem to
have just realized are essential because they pick our
crops, work at our Targets,
drive our buses and bag, or
deliver, our groceries.
Or run a university.
Now, we’re not comparing
our president, Dr. Thomas A.
Parham, to someone making
just over minimum wage
venturing into public daily
just to pay the bills. He’s far
more educated, makes more
money and does have the
relative luxury of working at
home.
But he also just turned 65,
is Black, and nearly a year to
the day that he announced
the closure of this campus,
he announced he had been
diagnosed with cancer.
Again, none of those factors alone constitute a death
sentence. Age is just a state
[See Editorial, page 8]
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Give Me Liberty, or Give Me COVID
By DARLENE MAES
Assistant Culture Editor
The ongoing changes and
routines that have come from
the spreadable COVID-19
virus has altered our way
of what was once everyday
things. You have to sterilize
yourself and almost dress up
as a superhero in order to
shop at a grocery store or run
errands. Getting gas or going
to the bank requires constant
distancing. Mindful individuals can see the recommendations and steps to limit the
spread from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to serve as
protection. As states across
the nation manage their way
through the hoops set by local and federal governments,
it appears certain individuals refuse to deal with the
restrictions and requirements
any longer. In fact, it appears
to be almost “illegal.’’ This
growing issue has made its
way from protests in public
spaces to our government.
According to contributor
C.J. Ciaramella for Reason.
com, “U.S.. Attorney General
William Barr issued a memo
Monday ordering federal
prosecutors across the country to “be on the lookout for
state and local directives that
could be violating the constitutional rights and civil liberties of individual citizens.”
This is a result of the constant
stances against the lockdown
orders from demonstrators.
The infringement on our
rights and freedoms as citizens is being called into question. Something many either
hold near and dear to their
hearts or are slightly aware of
them and see no need to vocalize the limits set. To reopen
what are considered “non-essential” business, to return to
normal classroom settings,
to do something so simple
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Is protecting you really so wrong?

like get your haircut or work
out, these are the reasons.
The reasons that hundreds of
people are flooding streets to
advocate for.
A statement collected
by Tal Axelrod for The Hill
from New Jersey protester
Ayla Wolf details some of
the frustrations fueling these
anti-COVID demonstrations.
“Businesses are suffering,
unemployment checks are
not being sent, landlords are
not getting rent. We feel like
these directives are causing
more suffering than is necessary.” Throughout the county, state and local officials
have publicized the efforts
everyone can make to protect themselves and others.
However, various right-wing
groups are arguing to the fact
that limiting their recreational and “essential” time
outdoors is a violation of our
rights. Now those of us who

have yet to see this perspective, is there really an issue
practicing safety measures
towards COVID-19?
Brooke Seipel, contributor
for The Hill, detailed California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s
response to the excessive
gatherings and timing of how
long this may still be going.
“If we can hold the line
and continue to do good work
and just avoid the temptation
to get back and congregate
with people in ways where
we can see an increase in the
spread, we’ll get there much
sooner than many people perhaps think,” Newsom said.
This vague sense of time
for the hopeful future reflects
constant ongoing research
and statistics of what medical
professionals are projecting
currently. It is not in favor of
the far out reasoning of keeping us “prisoners” but for the
sake of all lives at risk.

The amount of time and
exposed unmasked protesters
are out in public not only will
contribute to the extension of
these orders but will not help
flatten the curve of it spreading. COVID-19 continues to
restrict us from attending
events, going out on a regular
basis, and pretty much any
social life we once had. Although the days are flowing
into together and the sense of
normalcy is appearing to drift
away, is it worth making this
continue on by not limiting
ourselves and others from exposure? The government has
asked for our help in voting,
involvement in our Census, and support in passing
certain laws. The least we can
do to help our communities
is remain unbiased and help
lower the number of coronavirus cases and deaths by
following cautious measures
meant to safeguard us.

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

An Editor Saying Goodbye, Once a Toro Always a Toro
This is the last issue of
the Bulletin for the spring
semester and my last as
Editor-in-Chief. It has been
a pleasure and a privilege to
serve in this role throughout
my senior year.
During my time as an
editor, I learned more about
myself and more about my
craft than I would have
sitting on the sidelines. I
started on the newspaper

as a staff reporter before
becoming the News Editor
and at that point, the news
section consisted of two
writers and we had about 10
people on the staff. When I
became Editor-in-Chief in
the fall semester the paper
had doubled and then grew
again in the spring semester
and we have seen an impressive increase in our web
traffic.

I want to thank you for
your support of the Bulletin
and mostly I want to thank
my staff reporters, the
editors, and my adviser for
their hard work, support,
and understanding.
The coronavirus threw
our world upside down
these past few weeks and
forced the Toro community to navigate a new set of
norms and challenges.

Toros should all be proud
of the work you have accomplished despite the virus
and for those Toros that are
about to leave Dominguez,
this is our time.
This was one challenge
that we excelled at and
came out stronger on the
other side. The Bulletin has
become more than a class,
[See Letter, page 8]
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LATINX

FISHING

From page 1

From page 1

El Comité’s demands and
expectations for the resource
center they hope will be in the
Science and Innovation Building in Fall 2020. Franklin was
impressed with the proposal’s
organization and content
and said he would be working closely with El Comité to
bring the center to this fall.
With COVID-19 prompting
the closure of CSUDH, these
plans have not been delayed.
“Conversations and plans
are still underway for the
center coming,” said Franklin.
“We are still in touch [with El
Comité] and the plan is to still
launch in the fall.”
El Comite member Janneth
Najera, a Chicano/a studies
major, confirmed this.
“I am hoping ASI can fund
a student Comité for the summer so we can start programs
for our incoming Latinx
freshmen and transfer class,”
Najera said.
Discussions of opening a
Latinx center at CSUDH have
been occurring for at least five
years even though our Latinx
student body is 60.3 percent,
the second-largest percentage
of the California State Universities.
A group of students formed
El Comité to start holding discussions about what it would
take to get the construction of
an affinity center started and
met with Franklin on March
3. About 50 students, faculty
and alumni gathered to share
El Comité’s proposal with
Franklin. Students shared
personal experiences about
how they felt like they did not
have a place to call home on
campus and could have left
their education without the
support of Latinx professors.
“I can’t remember how
many times I’ve wanted to
drop out…I think of those
students who I came in
with…who are no longer here
because they couldn’t find
community,” one student
said.
Read more about the efforts in part one and part two
at csudhbulletin.com.

tenure as head baseball coach
between 1989-2006. Wing is
also the director of CSUDH’s
intramural program, and instructor of the fly fishing class.
And as someone who
knows the benefits of planning ahead and strategy, Wing
has set up all the flights and
accommodations for he and
his class of 20 fly fisherpeople
to travel to New Zealand. He’s
also navigated any red tape
allowing the trip to fall within
the Study Abroad program.
Until mid-March, everything was a go. And then the
world turned upside down.
But Wing is ready to go if
the CSU Chancellor’s office
lifts its current moratorium
on out-of-state traffic.
“That is just it, I am
definitely sitting on pins and
needles waiting on the green
light.” Wing said.
Throughout the shutdown
Wing is keeping up communication with different companies hoping to solidify the
trip so it can continue just as
planned.
“[ I have] Fiji Airways on
hold, [I have been] negotiating
with them [to get] 25 tickets
and a group discount, and I
have about four or five Airbnbs
on hold, there are also tours...
[ we were] ready to make
deposits until this came about.
[Now it’s] keeping up commu-

FALL
From page 1
In the town hall, campus
administration presented
three options for campus
operations in the Fall: in
person instruction, virtual
instruction, or a hybrid of the
two that would have Toros
returning to campus midway
through the semester.
There were concerns about
safety and mixed instruction
from students and faculty.
“One size doesn’t fit all
[and we have to] be open to
the idea of blended learning,”
Raul Guzman director of the
OSCHA Training Institute
at CSUDH said. “90 percent
online 10 percent come in a
controlled environment.”
Classes switched to an

SPORTS
From page 1
“Information sessions will
provide the next stages in
pursuing your professional
development. The meeting
shall answer eSports questions and engage you in the
esports spirit,” reads the flyer
sent out to faculty.
The certificate program will
be offered online and marks
the first official step of the
university stepping into the
burgeoning world of eSports,
which is a $1 billion dollar
industry worldwide, and $100
million academically.
Upon completion of the
online format mid-March and
some students and faculty
struggled to adjust to the
teaching platform and some
found their niche. But the
challenges of online instruction have caused concern for
many students.
[There is a] concern for
students that have disabilities,” Caroline Lee a CSUDH
student said. “What efforts
are being made for students
going forward? Virtual [instruction is] harder… Emails
[are] disruptive, [professors
might] not [be] getting them.
[You] can’t forget the disabled
student census.” Parham said
that the administration would
keep everyone’s thoughts in
mind moving forward. The
decision whether to re-open
the campus is complicated by
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nication.” Wing said.
The fly fishing program at
Dominguez came about six
years ago when the Intramural Department received some
extra money and the chair of
the Intramural Department
charged Wing with starting
the first fly fishing class.
“ [He said] we need to start
a fly fishing class [and] you
are going to be the instructor
and I will be your first student.” Wing said, “And he was,

along with 12 other students.”
The one-unit course
quickly became a staple in the
Intramurals program and now
averages between 18 and 20
students a semester
As most people would imagine fly fishing usually involves
freshwater, fish, and floppy
hats paired with waders and
lots of silly looking baubles.
At Dominguez, you need
to learn to cast before you can
catch a fish and the trick is

in the cast. Wing and his fly
fishing enthusiasts utilize the
activities field right next to the
softball field to practice the
back and forth motion needed
for the perfect cast.
The program usually takes
a semesterly trip up to Bishop
in the Eastern Sierra region of
California to take in the mountain air and take their perfect
cast from the softball field to
the great outdoors with actual
freshwater and actual fish.
The trip is a four-day trip
that according to Wing is a
first time camping experience
for many Toro’s.
In January the class is set
to take their fly fishing experience on an international
adventure almost 7,000 miles
away to New Zealand.
This came about two years
ago when Wing and his wife
traveled to New Zealand and
were able to work with the
Tongariro National Trout
Centre in Otukuo, New Zealand to educate children and
do a bit of fly fishing.
The center is a museum,
aquarium, and hatchery that
teaches visitors about the natural habitat of trout and provides opportunities for catch
and release fly fishing according to the Tongariro National
Trout Center website.
The program is set to continue in the fall where more
information about the fly
fishing program will become
available to students.

program, each staff member
will receive a certificate and a
Digital Badge award.
The program is structured
as a 4 module course which
faculty will take at their own
pace, and once they complete
the modules they will receive
the certificate award.
The program is set to begin
on June 26 and ends on
August 14. The program is
structured as a 4 module
course which faculty will take
at their own pace, and once
they complete the modules
they will receive the certificate
award.
The importance of this
program is meant to have the

faculty at CSUDH better prepared for the eSports related
topics that will begin to arrive
in classrooms by next school
year.There has also been more
of a push for eSports related classes from students at
CSUDH. Under the supervision of Dr. Thomas Norman,
MGT 495 students Jamie
Sharp, Christina Carrillo, and
Jazmine Lopez have created
a survey that was sent out to
each student to record whether there is student interest to
expand the eSports program.
At the end of the semester,
the information that is acquired from the survey will be
shared with President Thom-

as Parham.
Future professionals could
even potentially lead the
eSports industry into a whole
new area or aspect that no one
knew could be done.
This is why it is vital that
each person that has ever
picked up a controller takes
the survey and keeps pushing
to grow the eSports culture on
campus.
As the number of people
interested in eSports grows,
the higher the number of faculty will begin to invest their
time in eSports and expand
the number of classes offered,
which involve eSports and
gaming.

Courtesy photo

the fact the university must
factor into any decision any
information and guidance
from the Los Angeles County
health department as well as
the state and federal government.
Students have questioned
what the university plans
to do about tuition in the
upcoming semester, particularly that if classes are offered
only online would tuition be
dropped due to the quality
of education being changed.
Parham said that he highly doubted that the tuition
would change because it is
a system-wide decision but
some of the campus fees like
parking and housing have
been refunded and they would
probably be changed if the
university transfers to online

courses.
Parham also mentioned
that students could receive
some money through an alternative source. The CARES
Act that Congress passed in
March allocated $14 billion
to the higher education sector
with the stipulation that 50
percent of the money t would
go towards immediate relief
for students and the other 50 percent would cover
COVID-19 related costs on
campuses.
Students who applied for
FAFSA should start seeing
the money pop up in their
pending financial aid in their
student portals. Unfortunately, international and undocumented students do not qualify for federal funding and the
university is working to secure

funding for those students.
Vice President of Student
Affairs William Franklin made
it clear that the university
was working to ensure that
students would have access
to basic needs including a
potential delivery service for
students who are extremely
food insecure.
As far as state funding is
concerned, the administration
can only guess as they wait for
Gov. Gavin Newsom to submit
the budget. Because tax season has been pushed back to
July 1 the state will not know
its budget until later in the
summer.
Parham said that the
university is preparing for
multiple scenarios including
budget cuts and that there are
no definite answers as of now.
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eSports
By ULISES RODRIGUEZ
Staff Reporter
As the world has come to a
standstill due to the ongoing
COVID-19 epidemic, many
CSUDH clubs and organizations have been halted to prevent the spread of the disease;
but the eSports association
on campus is not allowing the
virus to press pause on their
gaming.
From increasing its presence on Twitch and competing
online against other universities, to one student jumping
into the relatively unknown
esport of Speedrunning, the
association has remained
active.
“We stayed active in the
sense that we have been meeting more virtually,” Ruben
Capato, the eSports association adviser and manager
said. “We’ve been able to get
even more organized which is
great. Getting our structure,
refining a couple of things
we’ve always wanted to do,
and because we’re more at
home right now, we’re just
more accessible to one another and we’ve been able to just
come up with a lot of great
ideas.”
At the beginning of
April, the association began
streaming live on its Twitch
platform many video games
such as “Call of Duty: Modern Warfare,” “League of
Legends,” “Overwatch,” “and
Super Smash Bros Ultimate,”
along with compete online
against CSULB and Marymount, and even hosted
a “Call of Duty: Warzone”

Ulises Rodriguez Bulletin

The Feb. 22 gaming tournament hosted by the CSUDH eSports Association was a mere portent of the marvels to come.

stream along with Phi Kappa
Theta.
This in turn, has allowed
the association to increase its
viewership on the Twitch platform even though it has only
been active for three weeks.
Twitch has also reached out
to the eSports association
showing interest in becoming
affiliates.
“We’re over a thousand

views and our channel has
been active for three weeks,”
Caputo said. “That’s considered to be fast-growing...
and [Twitch]seems to value
the entertainment piece that
we’re doing.”
The eSports association has
also become possibly the first
to adapt speedrunning at an
institution with computer science student Riley Fort setting

the pace. Speedrunning is a
different form of gaming that
involves a player completing
a level or game in a certain
time. Though still under the
relative radar, there has been
a growing interest among the
gaming community.
“I would say it could reach
the type of media attention
that those games get but
differently cause we have

to approach speedrunning
a different way because it’s
not team-based you’re not
competing against another
team or anybody for a prize,”
Fort said. “You’re competing
against yourself for a time and
what speedrunners currently
do is they go to these conventions. There are plenty of
them that happen throughout
the year.”

How to Musician During a Pandemic
By ANGELICA MOZOL
Web Editor

Darlene Maes Bulletin

All the irresponsible choices to make.

Dough you Shouldn’t
Play With
By DARLENE MAES
Assistant Culture Editor
Now .we are all guilty of
it. Daydreaming about what
we would spend money on if
we weren’t burdened with the
tedious side of adulting. The
fund-draining lifelong commitment we wish we didn’t
sign up for: bills. Now let’s
say we were set on all those
bills the hypothetical $1,200
question remains, what would

you spend your stimulus
check on? Concert tickets for
the hopefully near coronavirus free future? An entire
new wardrobe? That amazing entertainment system?
As consumers of the current
struggling U.S economy, it is
crucial that we make the best
decision for ourselves on how
to spend this recent lump sum
of cash
[See Dough, page 5]

Summer’s over has taken
a whole new meaning with
the pandemic. It has forced
musicians and artists of
every level to cancel upcoming plans for the remainder
of the year and find creative
ways to get their content to
their fans.
It’s really odd seeing so
many bands and musicians
convert to live streaming
their performances and
personally, it’s something
that could never replace the
experience of going to an actual concert. This year, three
big Los Angeles concerts I
was looking forward to were
either canceled or the status
is still up in the air.
With the closure of venues
and bars, bands can’t perform live in front of audiences. But this is a virus
that doesn’t affect the digital
world, and there are many
options available to still
reach audiences.
Social media and
live-streaming gigs while

in quarantine are two such
options. The Frights hosted
an “At-Home Tour” which
consisted of them playing
each of their albums on different dates as an alternative
that started March. 25. Other
artists such as Miley Cyrus,
Kesha, Janelle Monae, and
many more are performing
their songs live on different social media platforms.
A complete list of virtual
concerts and live streams is
featured on Billboard.
Many have taken the lead
on their own projects such
as Tyler Wood of local Los
Angeles band Phlogiston.
The three-piece alternative
rock-influenced band met in
the Bay Area and decided to
make a move to Los Angeles to pursue their music
career.
“It’s tough out there for a
musician, but I’m thankful
for social media to help us
stay connected to people, “
Wood said. “We can go live
and we still have methods
to bring art to people. I just
wish we could bring it to
people in person.”

Wood recently released
his own solo album on Spotify,” Big Mad.” under the
name “No Interest.”
That’s just one example of
how many musicians aren’t
allowing the pandemic to
slow down the passion they
feel for their music.
Some are even using it as
an opportunity to rekindle
that passion.
Former musician Jonathan Garcia decided to get
back into his old sheet music.
He used to play drums, keys,
and percussion instruments
and started learning and
adding new techniques to his
playing style.
“I’ve always had my drum
pad and synth but never
really had the time between
work, social life, and trying
to get back into school,”
Garcia said. “I would only be
able to play late at night and
now that unfortunately, work
isn’t in the way, I’ve gotten
to learn new techniques,
rhythms, try and combine
them with old music.”
[See Musician, page 5]
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Kids and Quarantine...This Should Be Fun?
By SARAI HENRIQUEZ
Assistant Culture Editor
Being stuck at home during
my spring break due to the
pandemic was not the spring
break I had in mind. What
I also didn’t volunteer for
was being in a house full of
children. How on earth was
I going to entertain kids that
only use the word “no” and
“mama” as a form of communication?
I had to think fast because
I want to be known as a cool
aunt. These little people make
or break you. As we continue
to isolate ourselves from the
world, it doesn’t mean that we
need to stop the world from
happening and opening the
minds of the future generation.
Here are a few helpful tips
that I use to help you entertain the little ones in your
family during this pandemic.
Tip number one:
Try to create and keep a
schedule for the week. I know
that can be a bit challenging
and we all want to declare this
quarantine a vacation from
work and school which allows
us to be on Netflix or Disney+
all day. But it is important to
maintain your child’s usual
routine. What I do is create

DOUGH
From page 4
Many college students
can agree that this surprise
support from our government
is an appreciated one. According to BuisnessInsider.
com, “When President Donald
Trump signed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act, or CARES Act,
into law, he initiated a $2
trillion stimulus package, the
largest emergency relief bill in
American history.”
Although his methods
and examples of Presidency
have been debated during his
time in office, Trump made a
choice to provide some sort of
assistance. However this appears to be, until further notice, a one time cash payment
to help Americans during this
troubling time. So the choice
on how to spend this aid is a
crucial one.
The idea of having this
large amount in our pockets
can have anyone itching to
spend it. Even those who have
not received their checks have
already made mental notes
on how to spend it. Hulisses
Lopez, a 25-year-old junior,
detailed his type of “hypothetical spending.”
“I know it doesn’t seem
like alot of money. But as an
“essential” worker, it makes
up for the demand I’m facing
at work. I want to treat myself, I want a switch and a new
gaming setup for my computer.” Lopez said. “ Whatever is
left I plan on saving for any
school expenses.”

Sarai Henriquez Bulletin

Books can open your little one’s mind during the quarantine.

a schedule on a whiteboard
in the mornings. I make sure
to have a clear expectation of
what we will be doing every
given day. I also made a big
box next to the activity so
when we are done, one of my
nephews can mark it off to
show that we have completed
the activity. This will also help
as a guideline for you to have
playtime, reading time and
Forbes.com discussed with
Behavioral Economic expert
Jeff Kreisler on the realistic
spending. “A lot of our financial decisions that are often
irrational are about stress and
uncertainty, and that is really
heightened right now,” said
Kreisler. Retail therapy can
easily be a growing coping
mechanism to what we are
all facing at the moment. The
ongoing effects of the coronavirus have impacted various
aspects of our life currently.
However, we remain in charge
of the outcome and among
Americans, there may be
some hope.
Understanding the
long-lasting results of responsible spending can set
yourself up for success. Using
this $1,200 dollar check towards paying off debt, a new
car, better insurance coverage, anything that paying
our daily bills cannot meet.
Doing that can give ourselves
the safety net that no one can
give us but ourselves. Unfortunately, we do not know how
our daily routines and ways
of living will be impacted
from three months to a year
from now. so many adjustments and sacrifices have
had to be made due to this
ongoing pandemic. Remaining responsible and hopeful
about what is to come may be
the only way to remain stable
in our society today. So let’s
be mindful and not waste
our well deserved check on
overpriced shoes and unnecessary toys that will not serve
us well into the future.

rest time.
Tip number two:
Read...Read…Read! Reading is very important to any
child and in any household.
I try to have the kids in my
house read for at least 30
minutes. I get it, reading for
toddlers can be a big challenge, but if you can get any
animal books, first-word
books, or color books, you

are set. Kids love it when you
make the animal sounds while
reading the animal book, and
it’s fun to see them try and
make those sounds with you.
Tip number three
Dance party! What is a better way for you and your kids
to spend time together other
than having your own dance
party? I go on YouTube and
do some Zumba. We follow

“Dance Fitness with Jessica,” and dance to songs like
“Cheap Thrills” by Sia, “Ain’t
Your Mama” by Jennifer Lopez, “Buttons” by The Pussycat Dolls, and many more.
Not only are you working out,
but you are keeping your kids
active as well.
Tip number four
Two words: virtual Disneyland. As a cast member, you
are given the privilege to go to
Disneyland whenever you like.
You can also bring your family
in as well. so in my family,
I am their favorite aunt by
default. But since Disney
closed its doors, I still manage
to bring Disney magic to our
house. On Youtube, you can
watch shows and rides from
the happiest place on Earth.
We love watching the virtual
viewing of Disney’s newest
parade “Magic Happens.” We
sit back and watch inspiring
moments from Disney stories
unfold before our eyes.
I know the situation we are
all living in isn’t the easiest
especially when you have little
kids in your household. Know
that you are not alone and
what you are doing is enough.
Hopefully, with these tips you
can find the light at the end
of the tunnel. Keep fighting
strong, Toros.

2020: The Year of Cancellation
By ANDREA MENDEZ
Staff Reporter
Some can agree that 2020
is turning out to be one for
the books. Since the beginning of the year, a series of
unfortunate events have
unraveled before our very
eyes. The funny thing is that
we really believed 2020 was
going to be the year we got
our shit together. Resolutions were made, deals were
kept, and the flowing energy
was deemed “good vibes.”
Four months in and that
energy has shifted . The truth
is, we don’t know the vibes
anymore. With COVID-19
in full effect, the world
slammed to a halt. Sunday
fundays were cut short, then
sports events, and soon after,
music festivals.
At first, a majority of these
events were pushed to further dates in the fall to give
the coronavirus time to blow
over. But as we close into the
fifth month of 2020, music
festival goers have to face the
reality that their raging days
are further than expected.
Ultra Miami and SxSW
were two of the first big
music festivals to cancel this

MUSICIAN
From page 4
It’s bittersweet to be a
musician right now with all
this extra time for your music

Andrea Mendez Bulletin

Music festivals might be officially canceled for the remainder of the year.

year. Since then, more music
festivals have been canceling their shows, including
Tomorrowland and Burning
Man for the sake of practicing social distancing.
Interning at a radio show
that specializes in the underground music scene, I was
so excited to dive headfirst
into the scene. By the end of
2019, I had a couple warehouse parties under my belt
only for my journey to come
to a halt in 2020. Here I
was ready to indulge in the
heart-pounding bass that vi-

brates the soul, just to have it
put on hold until we can soon
gather to enjoy such translucent music.
With these sudden cancellations, fans everywhere
are left disappointed with
the terrible case of inevitable
FOMO. To make matters
worse, Ticketmaster refuses to refund any tickets for
postponed concerts, forcing
everyone to ride this dead
horse on nothing but selfish
hopes. Now what kind of shit

but unable to play shows or
practice with your bandmates.
Wood advises to not let that
struggle get into your head.
“We have all the time and
attention to focus on music,”

he said, “[but] you burn off
and lose momentum after
overthinking and quality
diminishes. Take a break,
step back, and re-evaluate. No
pressure.”

[See Festivals, page 9]
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For All That It’s Worth, I’m Proud of You
By JESSICA OLVERA
Co-Sports Editor
Dear 17-year-old Jessica,
I am writing to you as a
college graduate — yes, you
read that right: You made it!
You have so much to be proud
of and have overcome a great
deal, yet, I’m sure you’re feeling extremely unsure about
yourself and worried about
the obstacles and triumphs
you will face in the next five
years. There’s going to be
more hard times than it is
great, but you will come out
as a better individual because
of it.
You’re probably feeling
disappointed in yourself at the
moment because you ended
up at a junior college due
to past sports injuries that
limited recruiting options,
but, trust me when I say this
is going to be the start of the
best three years of your life at
Mt. San Antonio College. The
three years that you’re going
to spend here are going to
shape a solid foundation for
yourself to look back on when
the going gets tough in life.
I know there are endless
expectations being placed on
you that scare the living hell
out of you but use that brave
and confident front that you
have been putting on for the
majority of your life to your
advantage.
Before you get ready
to take your first rigorous
college conditioning test that
consists of completing 15 full
gassers in under 18 seconds
each, you need to know
that you’re not a quitter, no
matter what. You’re going to
want to just quit but know
that everyone is watching
you. And when I say everyone, I mean every single
one of your teammates and
coaches are watching to see
if you are mentally tough and
can push through your breaking point. This is where your
heart and resiliency are first
going to be revealed to them.
You’re going to have a very
successful freshman season
and earn numerous accolades,

Photo by Jessica Olvera

Jessica Olvera. Class of 2020, Journalism Major.

but life has a funny and often
unfair way of knocking you
down. Literally. At the beginning of your sophomore
fall season in a game against
the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, you’re going to tear the
root of your meniscus in the
same knee that you previously
tore your ACL/lateral menis-

cus. Your season is done and
you have to make the decision
to redshirt even though you
were at your peak in your
athletic career.
You’re going to cry. A lot.
And it’s going to hurt sitting
in the stands watching your
teammates play on that same
field where you experienced

so much together while you
take nine months to recover. But this is going to make
you more resilient than ever
and a better teammate. Trust
me, your time will come. Be
PATIENT.
Your 2018 comeback
season is going to be a rollercoaster with not being able to

pitch at your full potential and
dealing with setbacks from
your Lupus disease. But all
the sacrifices, pain, tears, and
heartache will be worth it because you’re going to become
a softball state champion and
have the once in a lifetime
experience of being at the bottom of the dogpile with your
teammates jumping on top of
you. Cherish this moment as
much as you can.
After transferring to
California State University,
Dominguez Hills to continue
your education and softball
career, you need to understand that you’re not going
to be everyone’s cup of tea no
matter how hard you work.
Your playing career will
come to an end sooner than
you expected and in an unfair
manner that you’ll never be
able to understand, but this
is where the true tests begin.
The game that you have dedicated so much of your life to
will be taken away due to the
simple fact of someone not
knowing your worth. Egotistical people with a sense of
superiority will tarnish all the
hard work and heart you have
given this game.
However, it will become a
problem when you speak your
mind and stand up for yourself. It seemed that speaking
your opinion or demanding
an explanation for the unfair
treatment was a problem for
the people going against you.
As the days went by and the
pain began to reside, you remembered that you have a lot
to be proud of in yourself. You
are brave, strong, a hell of a
good ballplayer, and definitely
worth it.
So be kind to yourself,
appreciate all of life’s lessons,
know that things happen for
a reason, and tell your parents and grandparents thank
you for all of their sacrifices.
You’re the first person in your
family to graduate college.
You are and always will be
good enough no matter what.
I’m so proud of you.
Sincerely,
Your-college-graduate-self

Best Time of My Life
By JACKSON CASCIO
Staff Reporter

Courtesy of Toro Athletics

Jackson Cascio #25 was voted team captain for both years at CSUDH.

Four years ago I was getting ready to graduate from
Redondo Union High School,
where I played four years on
the basketball team and made
some great friends and great
memories.
But I did not know where
my basketball career was
going to go from there.
After spending two years
playing at Porterville College,
I only had a few offers from a
couple of Division III schools,
but one meeting changed my
basketball career and ultimately my life.

I met with the coaches at
CSUDH and they offered me a
roster spot. I was so excited, I
almost broke down into tears.
I accepted the offer on the
spot.
I remember being nervous
about our first team meeting
because I didn’t know any
of my teammates. I walked
into our study hall room and
everybody was kind of sitting
together, so I took it upon
myself to just sit in between a
group of guys, and next thing
I knew, we started talking like
we had known each other for
years.
From that moment, I knew
I made the right choice.

In my senior year, we had
four coaches. Head coach
Steve Becker and assistant
coaches, Sam Stapleton, Darius Butler, and Nick Plosser.
All of them had different personalities but their one goal
was to push us (the players) to
be successful.
The coaching staff always
had our best interest at heart,
even if they would yell at us
for not talking on defense or
not boxing out. They tried to
instill in us a sense of toughness from our first day of
practice, and it showed with
how we played. We never quit
[See Best, page 9]
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NFL’s First Virtual Draft a Resounding Success
By BRIAN HINCHION
Staff Reporter
Well that went well.
Once it was announced this
year’s NFL Draft would take
place virtually and not in Las
Vegas as originally planned, I
immediately thought of how
much of a fiasco it could be.
Technologically inept
coaches and general managers would be at the whims of
routers and WiFi connections
for the new cornerstones of
their franchises. There was
ample opportunity for communication problems on the
day between team officials,
mistakes in player selection
due to electronic device incompetence or outright sabotage on behalf of rival teams.
Instead, for the most part,
the draft went off without
a hitch and resulted in an
efficient viewing experience
for the fans and a streamline
draft process for the teams
themselves. Fans at home
enjoyed how quick selections
were made and teams focused
on drafting their needs rather
than burning the clock for
potential trades.
To start the draft the Bengals, Dolphins and Chargers
hope to have found their franchise quarterbacks of the future drafting Joe Burrow, Tua

Dave Adamson on Unsplash

The draft was a success, but will we see any pigskin on an actual field this year?

Tagovailoa and Justin Herbert
respectively. Washington took
the consensus top player of the
draft, according to ESPN rankings, drafting Chase Young,
defensive end out of Ohio State
with the number two selection.
The Broncos and Cowboys will
be pleased with the top two
wide receivers according to
ESPN, Jerry Jeudy of Alabama
and CeeDee Lamb of Oklahoma fell to them at 15 and 17
respectively.
Locally, the Chargers draft
was highlighted by their first

round selection of Herbert,
quarterback out of Oregon. In
Herbert, the Chargers hope to
have found a suitable quarterback to replace the outgoing Philip Rivers for years to
come. They rounded out their
draft taking local running
back Joshua Kelly of Eastside
High School in Lancaster and
UCLA, as well as a couple of
wide receivers to help Herbert
break into the league.
The Rams replaced
Todd Gurley and Brandin
Cooks, with Cam Akers

running back out of Florida
State and Van Jefferson wide
receiver from Florida with
both of their second round
selections. In the later rounds
the Rams focused on drafting
players on the defensive side
of the ball.
In an otherwise drama-free
draft, the big story to come
out of it was the Green Bay
Packers moving up into the
first round to draft quarterback
Jordan Love from Utah State.
Former Indianapolis Colts
punter Pat McAfee of the Pat

When Will Sports Leagues Return?
By BRIAN HINCHION
Staff Reporter
Around mid-March, all
current major American
sports leagues suspended
play, as well as the major European soccer leagues. Since
then a multitude of theories
and proposals have been
floated as to when the suspended leagues will return.
Here is the up-to-date status
of a potential return for each
league/sport.
The NBA suspended play
on March 11, with most teams
having about 17 games
to finish the season
before the playoffs were set
to begin.. Since then, NBA
Commissioner Adam Silver
has maintained his desire to
finish this season and in an
article from Adrian Wojnarowski of ESPN on April
29, he detailed two potential
areas the NBA could finish
the regular season games.
Wojnarowski noted that
Las Vegas has been floated as
a possible location to serve
all teams with ample hotel
infrastructure and arenas in
place, but Silver has yet to be
convinced of Las Vegas as a
whole. Walt Disney World’s
complex of hotels and arenas
in Orlando has also been
reported as a potential site.
NBA teams whose states will
allow the reopening of their
team gyms due to stay-athome easing measures will

TJ Kolesnik on Unsplash

San Diego’s Petco Park is one of many venues that may be MIA in 2020.

get the opportunity to practice starting May 8, however
no definite date for playing
games this summer has been
disclosed. The NBA would
play the remainder of the
seasons games without fans
and at best are weeks away
from returning.
Similarly the NHL suspended play on March 12, with
about 12 games to play for
each team to wrap up the regular season. Greg Wyshynski
of ESPN wrote in an April 29
article, that the NHL is targeting four cities as regional hubs
to play the remainder of the
games. Bill Daly, NHL deputy
commissioner said in an email
to ESPN on April 29, late this
month would be the target
date for teams to resume practicing if local governments will
allow it. However, the NHL
has no further date for games
to resume and are weeks away
at best according to Daly.

“We are not targeting a
specific date at this point in
time,” said Daly. “We are
hoping for some point in the
latter half of May.”
MLS and the MLB had
their seasons stunted in the
early going as at the time of
the MLS league suspension
on March 12 all teams had
played just 2 league games
and MLB teams were still
competing in their preseasons when play was suspended. MLS commissioner
Don Garber has expressed
his desire to be creative and
look at all options to complete as full of a season this
year as possible.
“From tournament
formats and neutral locations, ultimately playing an
abridged regular season, but
doing everything to get as
many games,” Garber told
ESPN analyst Taylor Twellman in April.

MLS announced on May 1
that players were permitted
to conduct individual workouts at team facilities starting
May 6. No target date for
resumption of league play
has been announced.
MLB sources told ESPN in
early April the league could
be played behind closed
doors in Arizona with the
full allotment of infrastructure and amenities the MLB
spring training facilities
provide. However, there has
been minimal updates since
then to this proposed plan
nor when practices or games
will resume for the MLB this
summer.
In Europe, the top soccer
leagues in Spain, Italy and
Germany either plan to start
training or resuming games
played behind closed doors
in May. The Premier League
in England will have a vote
on May 8 to decide the fate
of the leagues resumption.
In France’s top flight league,
the season was cancelled
and Paris Saint Germain was
crowned as the Ligue 1 champion sitting 13 points clear
of second place before play
was suspended.. The Champions League and Europa
League have been suspended
until at least August and the
Copa America and European
Championship tournaments
have been postponed until
summer 2021 all according to
ESPN.

McAfee Show pointed out in
the buildup to the draft how the
Packers were one game away
from going to the superbowl
last year. McAfee mentioned
drafting players who could help
stop the run, something they
had a problem with against San
Francisco in the NFC Championship game last year.
“That’s a team that gave up
186 yards before contact in
the NFC Championship game,
drafting a backup quarterback
and trading up to do so,” said
McAfee on his draft night
livestream.
Instead the Packers chose
to select a quarterback with
their first selection in the
draft despite their current star
quarterback, Aaron Rodgers,
having 4 years left on his
current contract. Brett Favre,
former Packer and hall of
fame quarterback, appeared
on the Rich Eisen Show last
Wednesday and explained
how the move to draft Love
will alienate Rodgers’ relationship with the Packers.
“I think Aaron will finish
somewhere else -- that’s my
gut,” Favre said.
All in all, this draft came
at a welcome time for starved
sports fans, hoping the NFL
season can start later this year
on time and without interruptions or setbacks.

NOTES FROM
THE BULLPEN

The Last
Dance has
Begun
By JEREMY GONZALEZ
Co-Sports Editor
One of the most highly
anticipated sports documentaries in recent memory, titled
The Last Dance, has arrived to
be broadcasted through ESPN
and Netflix to sports fans and
documentary lovers around
the globe.
The 10-episode documentary focuses on one of the biggest dynasties in sports history, the Chicago Bulls, who had
arguably the biggest sports
icon across any sport, Michael
Jordan, as they played out
their 1997-98 championship
season with rare, never-before-seen footage.
Throughout the doc, there
are interviews with many
public figures such as Jordan
himself, Phil Jackson, Scottie
Pippen, Steve Kerr, Dennis
Rodman, Barack Obama,
Kobe Bryant, Adam Silver,
and others who speak on their
memories of that season or
memories of the team.
The NBA granted all-access to a camera crew as they
followed the Bulls around the
clock, in huddles as Jackson
[See Dance, page 9]
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What’s Next for the Women’s Resource Center?
By DAYZSHA LINO
Co-News Editor
Despite this semester
getting disrupted by the
COVID-19 outbreak, the
Women’s Resource Center is
still determined to move into
its new home.
In a few weeks, the WRC
expects to be given official
date for when it will be moving from the Student Success
Hub located on the third
floor of the north library and
into East Academic Complex
(EAC)100.
The WRC never felt comfortable in the student success hub, primarily due the
configuration of the space,
which wasn’t conducive to
privacy.
Megan Tagle Adams, the
director of the Women’s Resource Center, says the new
space will provide more space
and privacy, giving students
a place to feel comfortable
expressing vulnerability or

personal matters.
“It’s going to allow more
privacy, in that we get the
whole entire bungalow to
ourselves,” Adams said,
“And so, when we’re having
our discussion circles and
workshops we don’t have to
say, ‘Oh, this is a little bit
private. People might not
feel comfortable discussing
it,’ knowing that people are
getting career advising ten
feet away.”
The WRC is the first
organization to move out of
the Student Success Hub,
which students and faculty
have criticized for being too
crowded and not allowing
for private, intimate conversations between students,
counselors, and advisors.
Adams said the administration has already scheduled
plans to move other organizations like EOP and the Career
Center to new locations, but
since the campus is closed
due to the coronavirus pan-

demic, those plans have been
slowed down.
“It’s happening. I just
think it’s happening slower
than planned because only so
many people can be on campus at a certain time,” Adams
said, “But whenever we do
come back at full capacity,
I think [by then] everything
should have transitioned out
of the Student Success Hub.”
The benefit of having a
bigger space, according to
Adams, is that it will allow
staff to make the WRC livelier
than it was before. With new
art on the wall, a TV, and other enhancements, more personalization would be added
to the new EAC location.
Touches of personalization
like new art on the walls and
a TV are one of the perks of
moving to the EAC location.
The EAC is located very
close to student housing and
Adams is hoping that once
the new housing construction is building gets finished

in 2021, students will have
an easier way to access the
WRC.
“It’s going to be facing our
entrance to the Women’s Resource Center,” Adams said,
“and so I’m hoping that will
get us some good traffic.”
As a result of the pandemic, the WRC has had to make
some significant changes
to their events, including
the cancellation of the 7th
Annual Women’s Conference, which was to feature
prominent feminist speaker,
Roxane Gay.
Since students can no longer interact face-to-face, webinars and other community
gatherings like self-defense
courses and “Quarantine
Glam” have been taking place
online.
Zoom conferences are also
available for students who
need someone to talk to from
the WRC and appointments
can be made with Adams via
Google Calendar.

It is still too soon to tell if
CSUDH will open its doors
again in the fall but as the
WRC prepares for another
fall semester, some events
like the annual retreat might
be rescheduled for spring.
The center is concerned
Another concern is that if
the coronavirus pandemic
continues, students may not
want to gather in places like
the WRC.
“We don’t know what enrollment is going to look like,
we don’t know what campus
life is even going to look like,”
Adams said, “Even if classes
are happening in person, if
people are still a little bit cautious, then maybe we go to
class and then we go home.”
While the future of the
WRC is uncertain, Adams
said she still wants students,
especially those who are
low-income, undocumented,
or under any kind of vulnerable circumstance to have a
place to feel welcome.

Education Should Create Tolerance
By JORDAN DARLING
Editor-in-Chief
I have written for the
CSUDH Bulletin for three
semesters and served as
Editor-in-Chief for two of
those.
During my time, I have
honed many of my skill,s including interviewing. I have
interviewed many people on
campus; some interviews
were amazing and some left
room for improvement. But I
always pulled a lesson out of
it, some sort of silver lining.
Except for one assignment. The two interviews for
that left a bitter taste in my
mouth that showed me that
Dominguez is not as inclusive and tolerant as I once
believed.
In the fall of 2019, I pursued an article about a proposed ethnic studies bill for
the California State University System that had wound its
way into the California State
Assembly. However, various
ethnic groups, including the
Legislative Jewish Caucus,

LETTER
From page 2
it is a team and a family.
I used to love walking
into the newsroom and
hearing the chatter and the
buzz of excitement.
Working on the Bulletin
is not the easiest, there
were a lot of nights that
myself and the other editors were in the newsroom
until 11 p.m. trying to put
the paper out.
There were a lot of tears,
a lot of frustration, yet a lot
of pride and joy in seeing
our hard work in a tangible

voiced concerns that it was
not inclusive enough of the
full California ethnic experience.
Wanting to get a sense of
what our faculty members
felt, I reached out to several, and heard a disturbing
response during one of my
interviews.
This prominent faculty
member questioned whether
Judaism could be considered
an ethnicity or a culture, and
questioned whether Judaism
should even be included in
the ethnic studies bill.
Fast forward to this
semester. While working
on a follow up to the bill, I
reached out to a member of
the CSUDH chapter of the
California Faculty Association, and I was met with a
similar response.
This time, I was told that
Judaism didn’t need to be
in the bill because we already cover the Holocaust
extensively in K through 12
education.
Both of these were phone
interviews, neither of the two
newspaper.
And as I hang up my
press pass and take on the
world post-grad, I will always look back on the work
that I put into the newspaper and feel a sense of pride
in what we accomplished as
a team and what I accomplished as an individual.
Thank you again for your
support, stay safe, and stay
healthy.
Jordan Darling
Editor-in-Chief of the
Bulletin

people I spoke to knew who
I was aside from my title on
The Bulletin.
I am a proud Ashkenazi
Jewish woman. I have worn
a Star of David around my
neck every day since I was 13
and I have always celebrated
my culture and my history.
I was told twice by two
Ph.D. holders that my experience as an American Jew
was not only irrelevant but it
could be boxed into the 10year span of the Holocaust.
To limit the Jewish experience to a single decade
is naive and tone-deaf; to
ignore antisemitism is to
stick your head in the sand
and to discount an entire
people and culture because
you are not sure if they count
is ignorant.
My culture and my history
can not be boxed into one
period of time. The Jewish
people have a rich and indepth history that expands
beyond the Holocaust and
encompasses millions of
stories and thousands of
struggles to find a place in

EDITORIAL
From page 2
of mind, right? And Parham
doesn’t look any older to us
than 25 (OK, maybe 30);
And whether the lethality
of the virus to Black Americans is due to some kind
of genetic susceptibility or
the socioeconomic effects of
institutionalized racism and
the character of racial equality in this country is still to
be determined; and if it is
the latter, those with jobs
such as Parham’s don’t have
to worry as much.
And on the cancer front,

the world.
Anyone with the thinnest
grasp of history realizes that
there have been 2,000-plus
years of Jewish persecution
and invective, from Ancient
Rome and Martin Luther
through Pogroms, which
pushed my family out of
Russia, to the Holocaust.
But just as the Jewish story didn’t begin with the Holocaust, it didn’t end there.
Yes, we finally have our own
nation again, but anti-Jewish rhetoric and actions have
never stopped, both internationally and domestically.
Anti Antisemitism is on
the rise and to ignore it or
discount it because it does
not affect you is shortsighted.
In the last two years
alone, there have been
attacks and desecrations at
synagogues and businesses
frequented by Jews in Europe and the U.S., including
three very close to home.
Aside from major attacks,
American Jews are being
met with microaggressions

each day. The Anti Defamation League found that 4.2
million Anti-Semetic Tweets
were shared on Twitter over
a 12 month period in 2018.
An interview with a
professor who does not acknowledge your culture is a
far cry from genocide but to
leave ignorance unchecked is
dangerous.
Higher education is more
than just receiving a degree
for a career. It is about
creating students who are
well-rounded and tolerant
of other cultures and their
experiences, which is why
the Ethnic Studies bill was
introduced in the first place.
Each culture is unique and
should be celebrated; education is the key to creating
that reality.
Each time I am greeted
with ignorance I find peace
in holding on tighter to my
beliefs and celebrating my
culture, it is my way of fighting back.
I strive for understanding
and I nurture tolerance and
encourage education.

Parham told the Bulletin
this week that his treatments
ended last August, he continues to get regular checkups
and his scans are clean and
his “heath is great.”
Plus, it isn’t like Parham
is being asked to do anything
different from anyone else:
stay at home, hunker down,
and just ride this out.
Oh, except for this: be this
school’s main information
source, psychologist, educator and person responsible
for shouldering the questions, anxieties, grievances and confusion of some
20,000 students, faculty

members, staff and others
affiliated with this university
That can’t be easy; and
we doubt that leading a
university in the middle of
a pandemic was part of the
job description when he was
hired.
But it is now.
And as this university,
just as this state and this
country, begins taking the
first tentative steps into a
future that is certain only in
its uncertainty, the Bulletin
just wanted to say something
that it doesn’t say too often:
In case you missed it, it’s in
the headline on page 2.
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and always battled until the
final buzzer.
The biggest things our
coaches preached to us
during my two years were
about things off the court.
“We recruit high-character guys for moments like
this.”
That sentence was spoken by all of our coaches
on multiple occasions and
it really showed when you
look at our roster. We had
some of the nicest young
men I could ever know. In
the past, there were always
cliques within a team, but
not this one.
Everybody loved each
other and wanted to hang
out with each other and be
good people to everyone we
came in contact with.
Whether that kindness
was displayed to professors
and our fellow peers or
displayed when we would
do community service, that
culture was created by our
coaching staff.
I built special relationships with everyone on
the team from my fellow
seniors, to my roommates
in P7 (shout-out Isaiah, Jacob, and Alex), to the guys
who lived in the basketball
house, freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors.
We were all brothers.
As an athlete, you remember some games that
are hard to forget (our win
against Cal State East Bay
at home) but you also remember the heartbreakers
(a first-round playoff loss
against Cal Poly Pomona).
But no matter what, you
always remember the fun

times you had together,
whether it be a beach day,
the last trip to Sonoma
State, and playing “baseball” at the San Francisco
Airport.
Those are the moments
that will stay with you
forever.
Even though I played
only 14 games in my two
years at CSUDH, I was
voted team captain by my
teammates, along with
senior guard Wonder Smith
and sophomore guard Alex
Garcia. I was given the
responsibilities of being
vocal and demanding of
teammates, as well as
being the bridge between
the coaching staff and my
teammates.
These last two years at
CSUDH have been the best
time of my life because of
the opportunity I was given
in April 2018.
I will be forever grateful
for the coaching staff taking
a chance on me.
To the readers of this,
I hope all of you will try
to make it out to at least
one basketball game next
season. The guys returning
are some of the hardest
working guys at Dominguez
Hills, and they will put on
a show.
Thank you to Coach
Beck, Stapes, DB, and Ploss
for believing in me and
thank you to my teammates
for making my last year
of playing basketball the
best year of my life so far.
Thank you; Colt, Hilstock,
Wonder, BJ, Isaiah, Gabe,
Nick, Kaden, Alex, Will,
Drew, Armstrong, DJ, and
Heard. I appreciate you
guys more than you’ll ever
know.

By ROBERT RIOS
Co-News Editor
With a campus that has
relatively a majority of female
students, these past elections
at CSUDH proclaimed Rihab
Shuaib as the schools new
Associated Student Incorporated President and adding
her name to a position which
for the past couple of years
has been male dominated.
“It feels amazing to be able
to serve the students as ASI
President,” Rihab said. “Holding this position means a lot
to me and my peers as well.
We have not had a female ASI
President in years and to be
able to break the cycle is very
empowering. Students have
placed a lot of faith in me so I
take this role seriously.”
Shuaib, majoring in human
resource management, has
been part of ASI since Fall
2018 and has served in two
financial positions, student
activity commission and
currently as vice president
of finance. She is currently
a senior looking to graduate
Spring 2021 and has been
attending Dominguez Hills
since her freshman year in

FESTIVALS
From page 5
is that?! But hey, you can’t top
that optimism.
It doesn’t seem to stop
there either. This pandemic is
only getting worse and regulations continue to be added.
Scientists and doctors have
predicted that until we find
a vaccine, social distancing
might develop into a seasonal

From page 7

Jay Mullins on Unsplash

NBA fans have brought out their Bulls #23 Jordan jerseys as they relive
the Bulls ‘97-’98 championship season in The Last Dance.

again (although the lack of
basketball, or any sport, on
televisions across the country
for the past month, may have
helped fuel the hunger).
The first two episodes,
which premiered April 19 on
ESPN, gave viewers a lot of
details setting up the drama
and tension that made the
1997-98 Bulls so memorable.
The first episode highlighted
the tension between general
manager Jerry Krause and everyone on the team, including
Jackson and Pippen.
Krause said that the 199798 season would be Jackson’s final year coaching the
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DANCE
(the team’s head coach at
the time) called plays, in the
locker room as Jordan and the
players got ready for games,
and even off the court when
Rodman took off to Vegas for
a vacation mid-season.
This type of access was
unprecedented and the idea
was crazy, especially to a Bulls
team that was surrounded by
controversy and pressure at
the time.
But NBA Entertainment
producer Andy Thompson, the
man who pitched the idea for
the all-access documentary,
knew it had to be documented.
“I remember thinking,
‘Man, this guy is going to
retire,’” Thompson said in an
interview with ESPN’s Ramona Shelburne. “‘And we’ve
never fully documented a year
in the life of potentially the
greatest athlete in the history
of the sport.’”
It’s difficult to retell a story
that everyone already knows
where it leads and ends,
but small details and honest commentary have made
old footage seem new once
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Bulls, leading Jordan to say
he wouldn’t play for another
coach as he contemplated retirement. Jackson and Jordan
were able to unify the team,
where Jackson titled the final
season The Last Dance (hence
the name of the docuseries).
In each of the first four episodes, a key individual of the
team has their background
and story told; Jordan in episode one, Pippen in episode
two, Rodman in episode three
and Jackson in episode four.
Jordan rose to stardom
immediately when he came to
the league, needing “only two
weeks of being with the team”

2016. After graduation she
hopes to receive a master’s
degree in Higher Education
Leadership Development.
By taking the president’s
seat, Shuaib wants to make
sure that academic and student support services at the
university are well equipped to
handle the needs of students
as they progress forward in
their education. As mentioned
in her candidate statement,
she wants to ensure everyone
has “access to the academic resources that guarantee
4-year and 2-year graduations,
and that will make [students]
competitive in the job market.”
“I always want students to
feel comfortable coming into
ASI, Shuaib said. This is our
student government; we pay
$135 a year to get the representation we deserve. I will do my
best to make myself available
to students that have questions,

ideas, concerns; whenever a
student feels they are not being
heard, I want them to feel comfortable coming to ASI. Self-advocacy is extremely important
and I want to empower students to speak their truth and
demand what they need.”
According to ASI Executive
Director, Rasheedah Shakoor,
she says that as far as 2007,
there have been 11 ASI presidents and of those presidents
4 of them have been female.
“This will be my third year
working with Rihab, Shakoor
said. She is a compassionate
and strong young woman with
passion for the student voice.
She is particularly motivated
around student fee dollars
being used directly for student
directed initiatives. Her sense
of fairness leads her in making decisions to not exclude
others, particularly those who
are marginalized. I definitely
look forward to working with
Rihab and seeing her growth
as the ASI President.”
The ASI Elections were
held from March 16 to 19
and students were asked to
electronically vote. A total of
2,015 CSUDH students participated in the election.

practice. Even insinuating
that this might carry into
2022.
Music festivals and major
events are being put under
pressure to cancel all together
in order to help flatten the
curve. People who were planning to attend these events
are just waiting to receive that
one email that lets them know
their sole reason for going to
the gym and staying up for

hours looking for a ‘totes’ hot
outfit was done in vain.
But in all seriousness, if
you’re like me and if this year
you promised yourself to get
out of your shell and embrace
the experience of surrounding
yourself in a pit of human
sweat and odor as your favorite artists blow out your ear
canals with their bass-filled
tunes, save it for next year…
hopefully.

to be the Bulls’ best player.
One of his defining moments
early in his career came in
his second season against
the Boston Celtics, when he
dropped 63 points on the
road in a playoff loss. Celtics
great Larry Bird famously said
that it was actually God who
disguised himself as Michael
Jordan that night, which
speaks volumes for an NBA
legend like Bird to say that
about a young Jordan.
Pippen came from real poverty and wanted security for
his family, so he signed a seven-year, $18 million extension
that actually left him woefully
underpaid and the team was
not willing to renegotiate his
contract, creating tension between Krause and Pippen.
Rodman was the third
superstar on the team who
did most of the dirty work for
the Bulls. Jordan and Pippen
knew Rodman’s value and understood how much he helped
the team on the court, so they
worked with his impulsive
nature.
Jackson was the coach
the Bulls needed in order to
propel them to the next level
of elite teams. He introduced

the triangle offense so that
players other than Jordan
can be a threat, forcing the
defense to either spread out
or pay the price for loading up
on Jordan.
The documentary has been
a breath of fresh air for sports
fans, including Bulls fans who
are able to relive the championship season.
“We didn’t have Twitter or
social media when Jordan and
the Bulls were dominant, so
it’s nice for us to see them in
a more human and relatable
way,” said Manny Zamora, a
Chicago resident who grew up
watching the iconic dynasty. “Instead of superhuman
highlights and headlines, we
can see the backstory in their
own words. It’s history in the
making.”
The documentary continues every Sunday until all
10 episodes have been aired.
With the incredible access and
style of The Last Dance, sports
fans are wondering what team
or player will get their own
documentary in this style. The
late Kobe Bryant might get
one sooner rather than later,
and Magic Johnson could
release one soon as well.

ONLINE
Academic Senate gets
briefed on enrollment
at Wednesday meeting:
see SENATE, online.
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PERSPECTIVES

Video Chatting with Jesus
By ROBERT RIOS
Co-News Editor
I have been good friends
with someone for five years.
We’d crossed paths before,
but we never really talked.
But when I finally chose to
get to know him, I learned
he was pretty cool. He liked
helping and caring for
people, whatever their issue
might be. And I was inspired
by his positive attitude, that
someday the world would
come together and there’d be
no more turmoil.
We’ve had a steady schedule, meeting up once a week,
and celebrating his life. It
helps me realize that he’s got
my back and I’ve got his.
But in our current situation, that face-to-face bond
has been broken, and it’s a
little weird trying to communicate with him. He’s such an
inspiration to me that without that contact, it’s made me
unmotivated to do my work
or get up in the morning. We
get to video chat every Sunday, but it’s not the same.
I miss my friend Jesus
Christ of Nazareth.
I was used to seeing Jesus
at my parish and listening
to the words of God once a
week. But as of March 13, the
Archdiocese of Los Angeles
announced it was lifting from
its parishioners the obligation of attending Sunday
Mass for the foreseeable
future. This, to me, is a blow

Robert Rios Bulletin

The three Calvary crosses were at this church Easter Sunday in El
Monte, but few parishioners saw them.

to the Catholic community
because it negates our weekly
ritual of community celebration.
For example, every Easter,
my family and I usually go to
a long mass on Saturday and
wake up Sunday morning to
celebrate the return of Jesus,
but this year we watched a
church stream and then had a
special dinner at my house. It
was not much, but it was the
only thing we could do.
My grandparents have

missed going to church early
in the morning and coming
home to relax. My 76-yearold grandma is very invested
in the religion, so it hurts her
that she is not allowed to go
to our church, let alone go
outside anywhere.
My own dilemma with not
going to a mass in person is
that watching it on a Youtube live stream makes me
lose concentration with what
the priest is talking about.
This hurts me more because

I have never been the best
Catholic, but I’ve persisted
all these years, attempting to
get closer to the Holy Trinity.
I guess in some way my commitment to see Jesus once a
week has helped me grow as
a person, but I don’t feel like
I’ve fulfilled God’s plan for
me in my life.
But I still believe in God
and that there is a goodness
in the world. On Easter
Sunday I watched the live
stream and the father in the
mass was talking about how
the coronavirus is affecting
millions but how we as a
community will be OK. I
believe him, but in the back
on my mind it just seems all
sad. I am trying to rely on my
faith to keep my spirits up,
but it’s difficult. I know God
means well and he will protect us in the end, yet I still
can’t shake this timid spirit
because when I look out my
windows of my room all I see
are gloomy skies and empty
streets.
But even though I’m stuck
at home, and it’s harder to
feel as close to my friend
Jesus, I know he is still by my
side, that my relationship to
him will never be disconnected, and he will help all of us
get through these challenging
times.
Even though this pandemic is keeping me from visiting
him in his house, I know that
he has another home inside
me, and can visit anytime I
let him in.

We NEED Better Latinx Representation
By VELIA SALAZAR
Staff Reporter
Growing up, there were
times I thought I only existed in cartoons. That’s what
my TV told me. While there
were plenty of white faces
on TV representing every
facet of life, the only brownskinned faces I saw were of
cartoon characters.
While very young, the
only Latina I saw was Dora
the Explorer. Even though
she was only a cartoon character, she was one of the few
characters I could relate to
because she was around my
age and had a similar skin
tone.
Later on, when I was
around 10 years old, there
was “Maya and Miguel,”
another animated show
centering around Hispanic
twins, and their friends. It
was a comedy. ,but it also
accurately reflected people
of Mexican and Puerto Rican
culture. Watching it made
me feel like I was represented. It made me feel special.
Latinx representation
really matters. Some might
find it silly and think that
it is not that important, but

we do need it. Not just in
cartoons, but in movies and
shows. But instead of accurate representations that
reflect the reality that Latinx
people are found in every
occupation and socio-economic level, all we get are
stereotypes.
Hollywood’s portrayal of
Latin characters has long
been mired in unflattering
stereotypes, where criminals, gardeners, and maids
far outnumber professions
like teaching, nursing, and
business owners. Just one
example of this is the film
“Maid in Manhattan,” in
which Jennifer Lopez plays
a maid at a luxurious hotel
and a rich man sees her and
falls in love with her. He
believes she’s a guest just
like him and later finds out
the truth.
The only time you see a
successful Latinx is when
you’re watching novelas
(soap operas) or other Latinx
movies made by Latinx
people. This is something
that should raise eyebrows.
We shouldn’t be portrayed
as successful only within the
Latinx community.

Even those shows that accurately reflect some aspect
of the Latinx community,
where the characters are
hard-working and as “American” as anyone else, often
portray them struggling,
such as “One Day at a Time.”
The main character, played
by Justina Machado, is a
military veteran and a nurse.
She’s a single mother raising
her kids alone with the help
of her mother.
These stereotypes are
harmful for two reasons.
They limit the opportunities
for Latinx actors, and they
perpetuate negative images
of the Latinx community,
which studies have shown
play an important role in the
immigration debate.
According to Forbes,
researchers found that a
significant portion of storylines tied to immigration
or immigrants centered on
committing some form of
unlawful activity including
murder, human trafficking,
and drug dealing.
These misrepresentations
can fuel misjudgments of
Latinx people, but they can
also make young people of
color question their own

identity.
As someone striving to
work for the media, I’m going to do my absolute best to
ensure more accurate Latino
representation. I’m passionate about how Latinxs
needs better representation
in the media because these
constant images of negative
stereotypes are a major factor, I believe, in the racism
that infects a large portion of
America.
As a society, we need
shows and movies that
reflect the full range being
a Latinx. If someone isn’t
around a Latinx, and all they
see is Hollywood’s portrayal
of Latinos, they’re going to
believe that’s all that we are.
And they might buy into the
divisive fantasy that we’re
all rapists, or bringing crime
and drugs into the country, or sponging off other
people’s tax dollars. That
contributes to ignorance,
which can manifest in so
many areas, from the general
disdain of Latinx people to
horrifying actions.
It’s time to show other
ethnicities that we’re better
than that. The time starts
now.
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Relaxed
Admissions
May Ease
Enrollment Dip
By JACKSON CASCIO
Staff Reporter
In this era of uncertainty
and confusion, there are some
entities that have stepped up
in support of those who are
probably the most confused
and stressed. High school
seniors and junior college
transfers are getting some
support from the California
State University and University of California systems.
The UC has changed its
requirements for admission
for fall 2020 and fall 2021.
For fall 2020 students, they
are suspending the grade requirement for classes for A-G
courses completed in winter,
spring and summer 2020 for
all students.
For fall 2021 admissions,
the UC’s have suspended
the standardized tests (SAT)
requirement for freshmen.
Transfer students get a temporary lift of the cap on the
number of transferable units
with “pass/no pass” grading
applied toward the minimum
60 semester/90 quarter units
required for junior standing.
“We want to help alleviate
the tremendous disruption
and anxiety that is already
overwhelming prospective
students due to COVID-19,”
UC Board of Regents Chair
John A. Pérez said in a statement on the UC website.
A change like this could
greatly help those students
who are in limbo right now
when it comes to college.
Many high school students
could apply and have a higher
chance to get accepted to their
dream school with these new
changes.
CSU schools are also
putting in several changes to
their admissions policies.
Following the UC’s, the
CSU’s are waving grade
requirements and accepting
“pass/no pass” grades for fall
2020 admission.
What that means for
CSUDH isn’t clear at the moment. Like all public universities in California, the school
won’t know how much money
it will receive from the state
until July, nor does anyone
know how severely enrollment
will be affected if it is announced that the fall semester
will be taught online.
But maybe any dip in
admissions due to uncertainty
over the coronavirus could be
offset by new students taking
advantages of the relaxed
standards. And considering
the new science building that
is planned for fall 2020, as
well as the new dorm facilities, the more new students
taking part in the schools’
evolution can only be a good
thing.

